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ABSTRACT

The inverted subject adjoins to VP. But his assumption is couched in a theoretical framework of a revised definition of ECP. That makes the analysis complicated and it betrays the principle of economy. The author of this paper proposed that the inverted Subject should right-adjoin to IP instead of VP. He applies many a testified principle and idea to verify his argument, including bounding nodes, barrier and the mechanism of γ-marking. Because in Italian the bounding nodes are CP and DP, IP is not a bounding node, as in English, so it is expected that adjoin to IP is language specific and the author tries to prove this assumption through the principles of barrier and the mechanism of γ-marking. The fact is that wh-phrase extracting out of a wh-island, but no Subjection violation arises in Italian.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Consider (1) and (2):

1a. Who did you say would fix the car?
   1b. [CP who did [IP you say [CP ‘t/c]’ that [IP t would fix the car…
   2a. *Who did you say that would fix the car?
   2b. *[CP who did [IP you say [CP ‘t/c]’ that [IP t would fix the car…

(2) illustrate a phenomenon known as That-trace effect. We defined That-trace effect as the phenomenon that the complementizer (that) cannot be followed by a trace (except in relative clauses) in some languages (e.g. English) [1-3]. Thus, in languages showing the that-[trace] effect, a subject cannot be extracted when it follows that. However, as noted, the that-[trace] effect is not a universal phenomenon. For example, it is absent in Italian. “che” in Italian is a counterpart of “that” in English. Notice we use “THAT-trace” instead of “that-trace” to show that here we use the word “that” abstractly. The example below is [1]:

3a. Chi hai detto che ha telefonato?
   3b. [CP chi hai detto [CP ‘t/c]’ che [IP t ha telefonato …

2. ANALYSIS

As shown in (3), it is possible to extract the subject of a clause introduced by the complementizer in Italian, in contrast to English.

In English, we say extraction out of this context gives rise to the THAT-trace effect and ultimately to an ECP violation. But how can we account for it in Italian?

A researcher argues that the ECP violation seen in the Italian example (3) is only apparent [4]. Such sentences have a (roundabout) derivation that yields an LF-representation consistent with the ECP. The derivation in question is outlined in (4). It consists of two steps. The first step, shown in (4c), involves inversion of the subject to the VP-adjoined position following the verb. The second step, shown in (4d), involves wh-movement of the inverted subject from the postverbal VP-adjoined position. Fi in (4c) stands for Free inversion, and Wh-mov in (4d) for wh-movement:

4a. Chi hai detto che ha telefonato?
   4b. DS: [IP pro hai detto [CP che [IP pro,1 [IP VP ha telefonato] chi…

4c. Fi: [IP pro hai detto [CP che [IP pro,1 [IP VP ha telefonato] chi…

4d. Wh-mov: [CP chi, hai detto [CP t/a]’’ [CP che [IP pro,1 [IP VP ha telefonato] t/a] t/a]…

Rizzi’s analysis is couched in a theoretical framework which assume, first, that trace can satisfy the ECP via lexical government and not necessarily 8-government, and secondly, that the VP-adjoined position is lexically governed by the verb. The consequence is that the trace in the VP-adjoined position shown in (4) satisfies the ECP [5].

But we see Rizzi makes the analysis really complicated, especially that his definition requires a revised version of ECP.

When we look at his analysis, we can’t help doubting: Why must subject adjoin to the VP instead? Is there any reason? Since the subject is a full member of the IP, isn’t it more reasonable if the subject adjoins to the IP? We had better start from discussing the bounding nodes in English.

In English, we know that the bounding nodes are IP and DP, while VP is not. For the wh-phrases in VP can always adjoin to the embedded VP containing it to circumvent its barrier hook when wh-phrase move out of VP, whereas it cannot adjoin to both IP and CP as the adjunction to VP as an escape hatch out of VP [6]. This is because if adjoin to these categories were possible, their barrier hook could be circumvented simply by adjoining to them. Instead, the wh-phrase moves to the embedded Spec, CP to avoid crossing IP and CP together. For instance:

5a. Who did you say (that) John met?
   5b. [CP who did [IP you [IP VP t/a] say [CP t/a]’’ [IP John [IP VP t/a] meet t/a]…

But when the most embedded Spec,CP is already filled with another wh-phrase, then the barrier hook could be circumvented. For example:

6a. “How do you wonder whether John fixed the car?
   6b. “[CP how do [IP you [IP VP t/a] wonder [CP whether [IP John [IP VP fix the car …t/a]...

In Italian, however the bounding nodes are CP and DP, while IP does not count as a bounding node [1]. An example ad below:

7a. tuo fratello, a cui mi domando Che storie abbiano raccontato your brother, to whom I ask which stories they have told

7b. ...[CP a cui [IP mi domando [CP che storie [IP abbianone raccontato...

The example (7) involves extraction out of a wh-island but does not exhibit a Subjacency violation. How can we account for it? We assume that in Italian that-wh-phrase, in moving out of IP, adjoins to IP first, so that a more detailed derivation of (7) is as follows:
8. ...[CP a cui [IP α...IP mi domando [CP che storie [IP abbianone raccontato...

In (8), because the intermediate trace is not a full member of IP, both IP and CP are not barriers for it now (Because CP is L-marked, it is not an inherent barrier but a barrier by inheritance from IP. When IP is not a barrier any more, the CP won’t be a barrier then) (7). The consequence is that no barrier intervenes between the intermediate traces and the antecedent.

With this in mind, we now reanalyze the (4) above. The derivation is outlined below:
9a. Chi hai ditto che ha telefonato?
9b. DS: [IP pro hai ditto [CP di [CP chi [IP ha telefonato ...]
9c. FE: [IP pro hai ditto [CP che [IP pro [I VP ha telefonato] chi...]
9d. Wh-mov.: [CP chi, hai ditto [CP α[CP che [IP pro [I VP ha telefonato] C"...
9e. SS: [CP chi, hai ditto [CP α[CP che [I [IP pro [I VP ha telefonato] C"...

First, as in (9c), inversion of the subject wh-phrase adjoins to IP, of which it is a full member before the inversion and an associate member after the adjunction. Then, the move α applies to the inverted wh-subject from IP-adjointed position [8]. Just as we discuss above, when adjoined to IP, IP is not a barrier of the inverted subject to movement. And C’ is no longer a barrier. Recall the definition of barrier [3]:

i. γ is a blocking category (BC) for β iff γ is not L-marked and γ dominates β.
ii. γ is a barrier for β iff (a) or (b):
   a. γ immediately dominates δ, δ a BC for β.
   b. γ is a BC for β, γ ≠ IP.

To make it simpler:
α is a barrier for β iff:
   i. α is not L-marked and α dominates β (α ≠ IP) OR
   ii. α immediately dominates γ, while γ is non L-marked and γ dominates β

C’ immediately dominates IP, so it is a barrier by inheritance to all the members that IP dominates. But the inverted subject is not a full member of IP but an associate member. That is to say it is not dominated by IP and C’ is not a barrier to it [9,10]. This is the reason wh-movement can proceed directly from the inverted subject position to the Spec, CP of the embedded clause, and because there are no barrier intervenes between the antecedent and the intermediate trace, (9e) satisfied both ECP and Subjacency.

We can prove our assumption from another aspect. According to Rizzi the initial trace left by wh-movement must be an adjunct trace. It is a VP-joined position. Now we are trying to prove it is not that case.

Some researchers suggest an analysis which makes a crucial distinction between the levels at which argument traces and adjunct traces are licensed with respect to ECP [4]. The licensing mechanism takes the form of assigning the feature [+γ] to the trace [11]. A trace is licensed with respect to ECP if it bears the (positive) feature specification [+γ], and not to satisfy ECP if it bears the (negative) feature specification [−γ]. Argument traces such as subject and object traces must be licensed (i.e. must satisfy ECP) at SS. However, adjunct traces need not be licensed (i.e. need not satisfy ECP) until LF. The underlying idea is that all traces must satisfy ECP at LF by virtue of bearing the feature specification [+γ].

We now use this analysis to account for the inversion of the subject to the VP-joined position. (4e) is reproduced in (10):
10a. Chi hai detto che ha telefonato?
10b. SS: γ-marking does not apply as a trace is an adjunct
   [I VP che [I [IP pro [I VP ha telefonato] C"]...
10c. LF: that-deletion applies followed by γ-marking → [+γ]
   [CP chi, hai detto [CP α[CP che [I [IP pro [I VP ha telefonato] C"]...

The trace involved is an adjunct-trace and therefore does not have to satisfy ECP. Consequently, although the adjunction-trace is not properly governed at SS (10b), the mechanism of γ-marking does not apply to it at SS. Lasnik and Saito suggest that at the LF level the complementizer that deletes (affect α) on the grounds that it is semantically empty and does not play a role in interpretation [12]. Once the complementizer is deleted, C’ ceases to be a barrier to antecedent-government of the initial trace by the intermediate trace. Consequently, the initial trace is assigned the feature [+γ], thereby satisfying ECP.

With this in mind, let us assume that wh-phrase, in moving out of IP, adjoins to VP first. The derivation is outlined below:
11a. tuo fratello, a cui mi domando Che storie abbiano raccontato
11b. SS: γ-marking does not apply as a trace is an adjunct
   ...[CP a cui [IP α...IP mi domando [CP che storie [IP pro [I VP ha telefonato...]
11c. LF: that-deletion applies followed by γ-marking → [+γ]
   ...[CP α...IP mi domando [CP che storie [IP pro [I VP ha telefonato...]

Notice the feature specification the initial trace τα bears: [+γ], that is to say, the (immediate) adjunction-trace is not properly governed at LF. Why? Because although the wh-phrase by adjoining to VP circumvents the barrierhood of IP, it is still cannot circumvent the barrierhood of CP, which becomes a barrier by inheritance from IP [13]. Usually this situation can be circumvented by moving through Spec,CP. However, this option is not available to the moved adjunct wh-phrase in (11) because the most embedded Spec,CP is already filled with another wh-phrase (che storie) [14-17].

However, if the wh-phrase adjoins to IP, the derivation is legitimate:
12a. SS: γ-marking does not apply as a trace is an adjunct
   ...[CP a cui [IP α...IP mi domando [CP che storie [IP pro [I VP ha telefonato...]
12b. LF: that-deletion applies followed by γ-marking → [+γ]
   ...[CP α...IP mi domando [CP che storie [IP pro [I VP ha telefonato...]

So now we should assume that in Italian that-wh-phrase, in moving out of IP, adjoins to IP instead of VP.

13a. Chi hai ditto che ha telefonato?
13b. SS: γ-marking does not apply as a trace is an adjunct
   [CP chi, hai detto [CP α[CP che [IP pro [I VP ha telefonato] C"]...
13c. LF: that-deletion applies followed by γ-marking → [+γ]
   [CP α...IP mi domando [CP che storie [IP pro [I VP ha telefonato] C"]...

Thus the analysis outlined in (14) for Italian sentences with an inverted subject. The derivation in (14) is for both root and embedded clauses with an inverted subject:
14a. Ha telefonato Gaiani. has phoned Gaiani
14b. DS: [IP Gaiani [I VP ha telefonato...]
14b. SS: [IP pro [I VP ha telefonato] Gaiani...]
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3. CONCLUSION

At DS the subject is situated in Spec,IP, the canonical subject position, as shown in (14b). Move α then applies to the subject and right-joins to IP, as shown in (14c). The landing site of the moved subject (the IP-joined position) c-commands the initial (DS) position of the subject. Thus, the empty category left in the subject position is antecedent-governed, and therefore it satisfies ECP. The only difference between English and Italian is that in Italian a subject can move to the right while in English it can only move to the left. This is because the overt/rich Agr category license the null subject.
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